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Beginning Android 2Apress, 2010

	The Android development platform, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, is a platform in its truest sense, encompassing hundreds of classes beyond the traditional Java classes and open source components that ship with the SDK.


	With Beginning Android 2, you’ll learn how to develop applications for Android...
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Antenna Theory and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The first edition of Antenna Theory and Design was published in 1981 and the second in

	1998. This three-decade span has seen major expansions of antenna application areas,

	mainly in wireless communications. Along with technology advances has come public

	awareness of the presence and importance of antennas. Base station antennas are...
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After Effects Apprentice, Second EditionFocal Press, 2009
If you're new to After Effects and want to get up to speed quickly, After Effects Apprentice was created just for you. With 11 core lessons
plus a hip final project that pulls it all together, you'll learn how to tap this program's vast potential -whether you want to create motion graphics for network television, corporate communications,...
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Image and Video Encryption: From Digital Rights Management to Secured Personal CommunicationSpringer, 2004
Contrasting to classical encryption‚ security may not be the most important
aim for an encryption system for images and videos. Depending on the type
of application‚ other properties (like speed or bitstream compliance after encryption)
might be equally important as well. As an example‚ the terms “soft...
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